Creatures on Maps: Real & Imagined
PART II: Sea Creatures on Maps
Unlike land creatures on early maps, sea creatures were much more prevalent on maps,
both in the number and distribution of them. The sources and reasons for the depiction
of sea creatures on maps are similar to those of the land creatures and include the
following: the illustration of ancient legends and myths, misinterpretations of actual
sightings by mariners, the perceived need to fill the voids of the large expanses of open
seas on the map, the attempt to educate, excite and entertain the map audience with
exotic creatures, as purely decorative elements to increase commercial sales of printed
maps, and, on occasion, deter competitors from exploring certain sea routes to lucrative
trade centers/fishing grounds. Two recent publications provide very authoritative and
detailed analysis of this mapping phenomenon: Sea Monsters on Medieval and Renaissance
Maps by Chet Van Duzer (2013) and Sea Monsters, A Voyage Around the Most Beguiling
Map by Joseph Nigg (2013). These two books, plus an extensive amount of images on the
internet indicate an broad interest in this subject. While there are many images of sea
monsters on the internet what is lacking is “context”. Which specific maps displayed
these creatures? Where were they displayed in the world? When were the images
created? Why were they drawn the way they were? What were these images based upon
– fact or legend? The two books referenced above address these questions thereby
providing context, not just pictures of exotic and fanciful creatures from a bygone era. It
should be noted that the maps under consideration are all from European sources since I
have not found such illustrations on Chinese, Islamic, Korean or Indian maps.
Often referred to as sea “monsters”, Chet Van Duzer defines this term as “an
aquatic creature that was thought astonishing and exotic (regardless of whether in fact it
was real or mythical) in classical, medieval or Renaissance times”. As Van Duzer points
out, many of the sea creatures that appear on medieval maps are “hybrids”, such as the
sea dog, the sea lion and the sea pig. The sources for many of these creatures was the
ancient and medieval theory that every land creature had its equivalent in the sea.
In the medieval period most of the surviving maps do not display any land or
sea creatures. This is because of two major factors: first is the purpose of most European
medieval mappaemundi was more religiously-themed than scientific, geographic or
zoological and what limited space was available for any decorative element was usually
a religiously themed one; second, was the fact that most were relatively small and
schematic and lacked the space for any decorative elements like cities, mountains, rivers
and creatures. Even some larger medieval mappaemundi that had other decorative
elements did not include sea creatures (some of these contain textual legends about sea
creatures but did not depict them on the map). However, some medieval maps did
depict sea creatures, as shown below.
Chet Van Duzer suggests that sea monsters on maps have two main roles. First,
they may serve as graphic records of literature about sea monsters, indications of
possible dangers to sailors and data-points in the geography of the marvelous. Second,
they may function as decorative elements which enliven the image of the world,
suggesting in a general way that the sea can be dangerous, but more emphatically
indicating and drawing attention to the vitality of the oceans and the variety of creatures
in the world, and to the cartographer’s artistic talents. Of course these two roles are
compatible, and sea creatures can play both at the same time. Indeed, it is interesting to
see how different cartographers give their sea creatures these roles in different
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proportions. Many of the sea creatures on the medieval Beatus mappaemundi (see
monograph #207), for instance, are essentially decorative, while a few derive from texts
on natural history. Three of the four sea monsters in the Indian Ocean on the Genoese
world map of 1457 (#248) are located there because texts or tradition located them there,
while the monsters in the Madrid manuscript of Ptolemy’s Geography, which dates from
about 1460, are purely decorative and are located at random, though they seem to be
iconographically based on the monsters in a bestiary or illustrated encyclopedia. Other
specific points regarding the functions of sea monsters on maps, for example, include
the suggestion that the numerous monsters in the Norwegian Sea on Olaus Magnus’
1539 map of Scandinavia, the Carta Marina (#366), were intended to scare away the
fishermen of other nations, leaving the abundant catch to Scandinavian fishermen. It is
this latter map that Joseph Nigg devotes his book on sea monsters. Nigg provides an indepth look at the 1539 Carta Marina of Olaus Magnum, identifying each sea creature and
discussing its possible origin/source and its subsequent influence on later cartographers
and illustrators.
One obvious, but astute, observation by Van Duzer is that the sea creatures
displayed on maps, unlike the land creatures, are ones that would generally only be
observable underwater. Therefore their appearance on maps in the medieval and
Renaissance periods would often be the first time they would be seen anywhere by nonmariners.
Several maps that were highly decorative with many zoological representations
on land but depicted no sea creatures include the 1519 Atlas Miller (#329.1) and the 1529
Diego Ribero world map (#346). Another very famous large mappamundi by Fra Mauro,
dated 1459 (#249) that is profusely decorated does not contain any sea creatures other
than a small fish. However, his text describes two creatures that attack ships, one with
a spike on its back (like a serra), and another which chews through wood-but they are
not depicted. The general absence of sea monsters on the map is the result of Fra
Mauro’s skeptical attitude, particularly regarding reports of monsters and other
wonders, which he expresses in several legends on his map. For example, he writes:
“Because there are many cosmographers and most learned men who write that in this
Africa, and, above all, in the Mauritanias, there are human and animal monsters, I think
it necessary to give my opinion .... in all these kingdoms of the negroes I have never
found anyone who could give me information on what those men have written. Thus,
not knowing anything, I cannot bear witness to anything; and I leave research in the
matter to those who are curious about such things.”
However, at the end of the 17th century, sea creatures start to disappear from
maps. European understanding of science was growing, and the printing press made the
spread of realistic images easier. “As technology advanced, as our understanding of the
oceans and navigation advanced, more emphasis was placed on human’s ability to
master the watery element: to sail on it and conduct trade on it,” Van Duzer states. “And
thus images of the dangers of the sea, while they certainly did not immediately
disappear from maps in the 17th century, became less frequent over time, and images of
ships became more common.”
Since these two books and the internet provide such a large number of
illustrations of sea creatures on early maps I will not try to replicate all of those. Rather,
below I have selected those sea creatures from maps in my digital collection that I think
are particularly influential and/or unique.
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Mermaids populate the sea in myths from Scandinavia to Africa; beautiful, longhaired, and musical, they come in various species, single- or double-tailed, and
sometimes in the form of sea-horses, or hippocampi. Long confused with sirens, who in
Homer have bird-bodies, they lure sailors to live with them in the depths. The attraction
is usually fatal: in the Odyssey, the sirens tempt wayfarers with foreknowledge of all
that is to come, but the shore where they roost is littered with the bones of their victims.
In the Arabian Nights, on the other hand, marrying a mermaid can be a success (in “The
tale of Julnar the Sea-Born,” for example).

A rare 12th century Macrobian map which has sea monsters, a “sea dog” and
what appears to be a faded “sea bear”; also a display of the Antipodean region.
(see monograph #201)
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The mappamundi in a miscellaneous manuscript of c. 1180 that shows a huge Leviathan with the
earth in its grip. And four enormous hybrid sea monsters coursing the outer ocean.
Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, CLM 7785, fol. 2v
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A siren beside a ship in the southern ocean in the 'San Andrés de Arroyo Beatus', c.1248; the
siren's dancing gesture probably indicates that she is singing to the sailors on the ship.
Below is an aquatic dragon, a personification of Ocean wrestling with two sea serpents, and a
starfish in the western ocean on the San Andrés de Arroyo Beatus. Also shown are the cities of
Seville (not shown on another Beatus mappae mundi), Baetica and Toledo. (#207.25)
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A two-tailed siren and two winged dragons in a watery abyss in the southern ocean on
the Andrea Bianco mappamundi (#241)
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In this map of the southern cape of Africa from Gastaldi’s Cosmographia Universalis
(1550), a mermaid is holding up a laurel wreath—a promise of glory. Beside her, in the
roiling waves, a grotesque orcha, a sea-orc, is breathing out fire: a kind of sea dragon, his
gigantic size embodies the vastness and violence of the ocean itself. Beneath him, an Old
Man of the Sea, with icicle beard and webbed hands, strikes a note of pathos, as if he
were condemned unwillingly to live in the sea.
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Mermaids of the southwest coast of South America on the Guiterrez map Americae sive quartae
orbis parties nova…, 1562 (#400)

An ichthyocentaur with a violin in Scandinavia on Abraham Ortelius’ Scandia map, 1571
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A woman holding a sea-shell banner riding a merman with a trident, confront a woman holding a
fish banner riding a merman brandishing a club southeast of Africa on Gastaldi’s Dell’
Universale map of 1550. (see monograph #376)

A mermaid/siren in the southern ocean on Pierre Descelier’s world map, 1550 (#378)
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An unknown sea creatures in the south Atlantic and Pacific on the 1527
Nova et integra universi orbis descripsio [Paris Gilt or De Bure Globe] (#344)
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A two-tailed siren surrounded by islands in the Indian Ocean on the Catalan Atlas of 1375
(#235)
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Three different sirens in the Indian Ocean on the Catalan Estense mappamundi, 1460 (#246)
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Sea creatures – a hybrid sea-pig, a siren a serra with a spiky red chest and a demon-like sea
monster that came ashore and attacked cattle in Candia - in the Indian Ocean on the Genoese
world map of 1457 (#248)

A detail of the Balena, calf, and Orca from Olaus Magnus’ ‘Carta Marina’, here the cartographer
actually labels some of his sea creatures and provides a lettered-Key to identify them (#366)
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Some of the illustrations, however, are closer to real animals but warped into monstrous
forms. Whales were typically drawn with beastly heads, like a cross between a wolf and
a bird, with tusks or large teeth and waterspouts. Despite their generally gentle nature,
they were often drawn attacking ships. While it’s unlikely that such confrontations were
frequent, it’s easy to imagine the fear welling up when a sailor spotted the back of a
whale longer than his small medieval ship rise above the waves.

Whales attacking a ship on Olaus Magnus’s Carta marina of 1539, this image from the 1572
edition. The sailors jettison barrels and a man on the ship plays a trumpet in order to scare the
monsters away. (#366)

A giant sea-serpent attacks a ship off the coast of Norway on Olaus Magnus’s Carta marina of
1539, this image from the 1572 edition. (#366)
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A “sea unicorn” (narwhal), flying fish, and a Prister on Olaus Magnum’s 1539 Carta Marina
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Sailors mistaking a whale for an island, pitching camp and a fire;
detail from the ‘Carta Marina’ of Olaus Magnus
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St. Brendan and his monks celebrate Easter mass on the back of the giant whale Jasconius on a
map by Honorius Philoponus, 1621
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A whale attacking a ship in the Indian Ocean, from Ortelius’ Indiae Orientalis, 1570

Scottish whalers processing a whale in the Faroe Islands on the Carta Marina map, 1572 edition
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Two dolphins in the south Atlantic on the 1532 Typus Cosmographicus Universalis
By S. Grynaeus/H. Hoblein [S. Münster?] (#353)

A sea monster looms off the coast of Venezuela on a 1544 world map by Urbano Monte
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A marine pig-dog from Gastaldi’s La descriptione dela Puglia, 1567

A humped sea dragon in the South Atlantic on Giovanni Camocio’s Cosmograpgia universalis et
exactissima iuxta postremam neotericorum traditionem, 1569
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A whale-like creature with a bird-like face spouting mist from five elephantine trunks from
Gerard Mercator’s Europae descriptio emendata, 1572
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A collection of sea creatures on Abraham Ortelius’ map of Iceland, 1598

This sea pig, which was compared to heretics that distorted truth and lived like swine, lived in the
North Sea on Olaus Magnus’ Carta Marina, 1572 (#366)
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Polypus (meaning “many-footed”) was used to describe many animals, from the lobster to the
centipede to the octopus. While Olaus Magnus (1539) drew a giant lobster here, his text describes
an octopus, showing the true confusion about what lived in the sea. (#366)

A winged sea dragon with large rabbit ears on Gastaldi’s Cosmographica Universale, 1561
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A sea monster off the African coast on Gastaldi’s 1563 edition of Ramusio’s Navigazioni
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Many sea creatures depicted on the lithograph facsimile of the Ulpius Globe, Western
Hemisphere, 1542, New York Historical Society, from Dr. De Costa (#367)
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Sea creatures in the south Atlantic and Indian Oceans on the 1540 map Typus Orbis Univeralis
[from: Geographia Universalis vetus et nova...] by Sebastian Münster. (#377)
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A sea dragon off the southwest coast of Africa on the 1553 Pierre Desceliers’ Planisphere (#378)

A “flying turtle” on a map of Northern Europe, Septentrionalium Regionum Suetiae Gothiae
Norvegiae, Daniae et terrarum adjacentium recens exactoque descriptio, M. Tramezini, 1558
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A winged-turtle on Gerard Mercator’s Tabulae geographicae C. Ptolemeei, 1578

A flying fish can be spotted just below a ship battle in the lower right panel, while a strangelooking ape or monkey seems to be gnawing on its prey just west of the Canary Islands on the
1562 map Americae sive qvartae orbis partis nova… by Diego Gutierrez (#400)
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Sea creature on Map #1, Terra Java in the 1547 Vallard Atlas (#381.2)
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Sea creatures on Map #3, Terra Java in the 1547 Vallard Atlas (#381.2)
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A sea creature in the Southern Atlantic on Gerard Mercator’s world map, 1569 (#406)

A realistically depicted dolphin in the North Atlantic on Gerard Mercator’s world map, 1569
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The mythical god Neptune riding a sea horse in the South Pacific
on Gerard Mercator’s world map, 1569

A sea creature called a “hoge” depicted off the western coast of Central America on the map
Brasilia et Pervvia in Cornelis de Jode’s Speculum Orbis Terrae, 1593
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An aquatic unicorn on Cornelis de Jode’s Quiviriae Regnum cum alijs versus Borea in his
Speculum Orbis Terrae, 1593 (#432)
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A winged-fish in the Caribbean on Cornelis de Jode’s Novae Guineae Forma & Situs
In his Speculum Orbis Terrae, 1593
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Two seals and Indian boats and fishermen off the coast of Canada from Vincenzo Coronelli’s 1688 globe
(#488)

Two sea creatures in the Gulf of Mexico Indians from Vincenzo Coronelli’s 1690 map America
Settentrionale . . . (#488)
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Two ships are attacked by a giant octopus and a flying dragon near the island of Bracil in the
North Atlantic on the 1367 nautical chart by Pizzigani (from the Jomand facsimile)
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